Accord Issue Editor: Navigating inclusion in peace processes
th

We are recruiting an Issue Editor to work with us on the 28 publication in our Accord series, which
will look at Navigating inclusion in peace processes – www.c-r.org/accord

This special edition of Accord is an output of the Political Settlements Research Programme (PSRP)
– www.politicalsettlements.org
Skills and experience

The publication will develop practical peacebuilding learning from experiences of negotiating
inclusion in peace processes. A key role for the Issue Editor will be to work with Accord and the
PSRP to design and implement a project that can capture and consolidate research from the
breadth of the PSRP consortium, and communicate analysis and practical learning in a
compelling and original publication.
Responsibilities and outputs
The Issue Editor will work collaboratively with our Accord team and the PSRP to deliver a number of
project activities and outputs:
•
•
•
•
•

Concept: develop consultatively a project concept note and annotated publication structure
Editorial: commission and edit an Accord publication of 20-25 articles/contributions
Learning: develop operationally relevant learning from the research
Uptake: strategise and implement dissemination, outreach and advocacy activities
Evaluation: strategise and implement M&E

Timeframe
The consultancy is for an estimated 130 days at a competitive rate, spread over approximately 18
months from summer 2017 to spring 2019. Ideally, we would like the project to start quickly.
Application
Interested applicants should send:
•
•

A CV of approximately two pages of A4, minimum 10 point font, outlining relevant experience – a
bibliography can be attached as an appendix to your CV.
A supporting statement of approximately two pages of A4, minimum 10 point font, outlining briefly:
o how you meet the brief as described in the Project Description
o why you are interested in the role of Accord Issue Editor for this project and what you will bring to it
o what value an Accord publication on peace processes and inclusion can add to peacebuilding
policy and practice

We are happy to consider joint or applications or other constructive arrangements. There will be
an additional exercise and potentially an interview for shortlisted applicants.
Please send applications to recruitment@c-r.org with ‘Accord Inclusion Issue Editor’ in the title of the
email. Any questions about the job or the process please contact Director of Accord, Zand
Ramsbotham: aramsbotham@c-r.org
Deadline for submissions: 9 am UK time Monday 17 July 2017
Downloads for this post: Issue Editor Provisional Terms of Reference; Equal Opportunities Form
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